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but little agreement on what an acceptable rate would be„  There was consensus that unemployment was borne disproportionately by minority, especially black, youths, but little understanding of the relative importance of skills, basic education, family background, and dis-crimination in predicting minority youth unemployment«  There was consensus that the time was ripe for political action, but little confidence in past Solutions to youth unemployment and little specific agreement on what would constitute success.
Asked whether a more detailed analysis of the youth employment Problem and its Solutions might usefully have preceded a multi-billion dollar demonstration effort, one congressional staff member replied, "Are you kidding? When you get the kind of political weight behind a proposal that this one had—Jackson, Humphrey, Randolph, Javits, Hawkins—you don't say, 'Give us a couple of years and we'll come up with a proposal.1  You move.  Right nowl  You go with what you have and try to make sense of it äs you go along."
Bill Spring, a veteran of employment legislation äs a Senate staff member, observed, "We were coming out of a period extending from the old S-l [a federal manpower bill] in 1960, through the Economic Opportunity Act of 1965, up to CETA, in which we had spent huge sums of money on work experience for the unemployed and disadvantaged. " The evidence was now pretty clear that work experience had the smallest impact of anything that had been tried.  But it wasn't clear what would work better.  The House's uncertainty was well founded.
Nat Semple had a further explanation of how the youth proposals took shape.  "When you ask most adults what to do about any problem with young people, they generalize from their own experience and from what they think is good for kids.  Congressmen and Senators are no different.  Some of them thought kids ought to be out working up a healthy sweat in the country, some thought they ought to be doing useful public deeds around town, some thought they ought to be staying in school, some thought they ought to be getting useful training to prepare them for Jobs.  The bill was an amalgamation of all the adult ideas about what's good for kids.'1
In the end, the Senate conceded reluctantly to the House's demonstration approach.  In the Conference Report, which stated the terms of compromise between the House and Senate versions, the Senate accepted the House's language stating that the purpose of the law was the "establishment of pilot, demonstration and experimental programs to test the efficacy of different ways of dealing with the problem of youth unemployment," but stipulated that the Statement of purpose also contain language "specifying that a variety of employment and training programs, äs well äs demonstration programs, are authorized" (U.S. Congress, 1977:35; hereafter Conference Report). As is usually the case, the Congress skirted conflict between two alternative purposes by opting for both.
While the Congress was strategically vague on the issue of "learning what works," it was more specific on a number of other issues.  Both the House and Senate strongly emphasized the need to pay attention to in-school youths and the lack of coordination between the CETA system and the educational system at the local level.  The Senate took the

